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Membership Survey 
Irish Beekeepers Association (IBA) clg 

Survey of Members 2020 
 

When the new Board of Directors met (virtually!) after our zoom           
AGM we decided to engage directly with the members of IBA clg            
in order to find out what they want from the organisation. The            

Board of Directors (BOD) want to spend our time and efforts trying to achieve things that are actually                  
important to our members, and not to waste time working on projects and initiatives that are not high                  
on the list of priorities of the majority of IBA beekeepers.  

While our BOD is comprised entirely of volunteers, none of whom have any expertise in the area of                  
surveys, either how to compile them, how best to distribute them or how to interpret the results, we                  
forged ahead anyway and asked what we thought to be the important questions. We have learned quite                 
a bit!  

Firstly, out of a membership of 1,193 we only had email addresses of 1003 members. Of the 1003 that                   
we emailed with the survey, 83 bounced back because of incorrect addresses. This obviously indicates to                
us that the contact information we have on our membership needs to be updated. People change both                 
home and email addresses all the time, and while updating the changes with IBA may not be top of the                    
priority list, it makes communicating with members more difficult. We will endeavour to update all of                
these details over the next year.  

No survey ever gets a 100% response rate and thus, we see that 18% of those contacted responded to                   
the current survey. We need to build on that next year, with your support, as we rollout this survey on                    
an annual basis. The next issue that we were both surprised and slightly disappointed about is the lack                  
of awareness of many of our members about many of the services provided by IBA clg. For example 34%                   
of those that responded were not aware that further Beekeeping Education is available through IBA. In                
relation to the IBA Website 15% have never visited the site, and almost 41% only visit it about once a                    
year. In relation to IBA Honey Labels and Barcodes 61% of those that responded were not aware that                  
these are available.  

In general, those that responded are happy with our education system and are interested in engaging                
further. Kudos for this must go to our previous Education Sub-committee under the guidance of Mike                
Hughes who set up our system, and to Caroline McDonald and the current sub-committee who are                
continuing to develop it. There is lots more planned in this area in the near future… 

Some interesting statistics that we have garnered as follows: (percentages rounded up or down to               
nearest full figure) 
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EDUCATION 

77% think IBA should offer a digital/online Beginner’s Beekeeping course. (This will have to be discussed                
with our associations as we do not want to overlap with the many excellent beginner’s courses currently                 
in place) 

86% are interested in seminars, online lectures and webinars. 

90% want to upgrade their beekeeping knowledge/skills. 

61% would like certification/accreditation when a new skill is achieved. 

67% have not done an improvers course such as queen-rearing, honey for showing etc. in their local                 
association. 

BEES & BEEKEEPING ISSUES 

Approx. 82% of those that responded keep AMM bees, 7% keep Buckfast bees, 2% keep ‘other strains’,                 
3% don’t currently keep bees and surprisingly 5% don’t know what strain of bees they have! 

76% want IBA to push for a policy banning the importation of bees and queens from abroad in any                   
discussions with the Dept of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM). 12% are opposed to this policy. 

67% of those that responded would like to see “Bee Inspectors” introduced. 

55% of those that responded are not registered as beekeepers with DAFM, with 40% registered. The                
others ticked the ‘prefer not to say’ box. However 58% believe beekeepers should register with DAFM. 

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER BEEKEEPING ORGANISATIONS 

With regards to IBAs relationships with FIBKA, NIHBS, and UBKA most of those that responded occupy                
the middle ground, not being wholly opposed to the concept of a relationship, but not being completely                 
enamoured by the prospect either. Obviously it’s not something that occupies the minds of our               
membership too much! 

IBA LOGO 

A bigger percentage of respondents are happy (41%) with the Logo than are unhappy (25%) with 33%                  
neither happy nor unhappy. 

NEWSLETTER/Magazine 

Slightly more (41%) of those that responded would like to see the newsletter produced monthly, than                
every two months (25%) or quarterly (30%), however more want it less than monthly so we will continue                  
to produce it every two months. Interestingly, significantly fewer would be interested in paying more for                
a hard-copy magazine, so for the foreseeable future the newsletter will continue in its current format. In                 
general, people rate the newsletter highly. 

While on the topic of the newsletter, the IBA owe a huge debt of gratitude to the editor, Jacqui Glisson                    
and the ‘production team’ of Garrett Dempsey and Colette O’Connell. The newsletter does not produce               
itself! Huge work goes into getting suitable articles, editing them, and sometimes censoring them!!              
There is a lot of pressure coming up to deadlines with not enough articles to fill the Newsletter. We                   
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need more contributors. We also need some volunteers to take over the editing and management of the                 
newsletter. The more volunteers we have, the less work each individual has to do. Unfortunately the                
less volunteers we have, the more work there is for those that volunteer. 

 

General Summary  

In general, those that responded are happy enough with the way things are going.  

There were however some (very few) extreme views expressed where narrative answers were sought.              
Extreme views are not confined to one side or another, particularly in relation to the contentious issue                 
of strains of bee! It is such a pity that reasoned debate cannot take place without descending to abusive                   
behaviour. The IBA have endeavoured to promote an environment of mutual respect and understanding              
so that no beekeeper feels ostracised in what should be a friendly association of like-minded individuals.                
Tolerance is a virtue that should be second nature amongst beekeepers, and within the IBA it will always                  
be nurtured and encouraged. Abusive behaviours have no place on any of our platforms and will not be                  
allowed. In advancing one particular side in any debate, what would be helpful would be citing published                 
and peer reviewed academic research to support arguments. Standing on the side-line and shouting              
abuse at the other side displays a complete lack of cogent thought and has no place in beekeeping. 

THE ROAD AHEAD FOR THE IBA 

The Board of Directors (BOD) will continue to analyse the results of the survey. We must improve on our                   
internal communications. With this in mind we hope to organise a meeting of all of our association                 
secretaries in order to enhance communication between the BOD and the Associations and onwards to               
each individual member. We will continue to progress the great work done on Beekeeping Education,               
again endeavouring to communicate what is available so that courses, workshops and lectures are not               
missed. We will try to establish cordial relations with all other beekeeping organisations with a view to                 
coordinated interactions with DAFM, TEAGASC and other State Agencies. 

A more detailed report on the results of the survey will be sent to all members in the first quarter of                     
next year. 

 

 

 

Derek Hanley 

Chairperson 

Irish Beekeepers Association clg 
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Quiz 

 

 

 

Asian Hornet Identification 

Try this Asian Hornet quiz intended to help you recognise Asian Hornets and to 

ensure you know what to do if you should see one. [Courtesy of Cheshire 

Beekeepers] 

 

https://cheshire-bka.co.uk/pests-and-disease/asian-hornet-2/ 
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Tales from Beaufort, Social Beekeepers! 
 

- Beaufort Beekeepers 
 
It is the year 2020. It is a dark and cold February night. The crowds are pouring into the warm and cosy                      
country bar in Beaufort. It is just like hundreds of foragers coming back from their quest of finding the best                    
source of food. There is a pleasant and exciting atmosphere in the room as everybody is eager to see                   
what will happen on this special night. 
 
Some time later only a few workers remain in the room of the over seventy beekeepers present that night.                   
The buzz and laughter of the night are still in the air. What a night it was! 
 
What happened? 
 
On the 6 th of February 2020 the Beaufort Beekeepers’ Association hosted the 1st Kerry Beekeepers’               
Gathering. The evening with the motto “Show and Tell" was open to all Kerry Beekeeper Associations.                
There were also guests and speakers from our friends in Dunmanway, Co. Cork. The overall aim was to                  
bring like-minded people together and talk about practical knowledge and beekeeping techniques. It was              
a meeting prepared by beekeepers for beekeepers. Nothing fancy just our very own association members               
sharing their enormous knowledge.  
 
The night itself and the feedback was so tremendous that I thought it was worth while writing about that                   
night. If you want to know more and see some pictures just visit our website.  
 
Let me tell you that this article is not only about our favourite hobby. I am not writing about the complexity                     
of the world of bees, a brood and a half or the best varroa treatment. I am writing about the social                     
importance of beekeeper associations. I write about what you can achieve with a great committee and                
amazing members and I hope you are inspired to make a change in your association. It will be worth your                    
while to read on and get active. There will be plenty of creative suggestions and maybe you will share                   
your ideas and experience in the newsletters of 2021.  
 
The Beaufort Beekeepers’ Association was established in 2011 and in the past 9 years we have grown to                  
a group of over 50 beekeepers. I believe this is a great number considering we have 10 associations in                   
Co. Kerry. The interest in our club is down to the social bond amongst our members. Beekeeping is our                   
joint interest but not the only one. We all like to celebrate and have a laugh, eat good food and have a                      
drink while chatting about bees. This is what you get in our club.  
 
Annually we have set events of which some have become a tradition. The end of every beekeeping                 
season is celebrated with a decent Christmas Party in December. When I say decent, I mean decent.  
We splash out on decoration, food, drink, prizes. There is music, quizzes, honey tasting and honey                
auctioning. Partners, family members and friends are welcome to join. The nights’ highlight is the               
honouring of our beekeeper of the year. Speeches, press and radio coverage come alongside with the                
presentation of our “John Foley Perpetual Cup”. The cup is a memorial to a past member and is awarded                   
for great support to the club, being the best rookie or any other worthy cause for the Beaufort                  
Beekeepers. Every member has a chance - in their own way - to be the owner of the cup for one year.  
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Pic 1: Club Holder of 2020 – Tuddy Clifford  
 

 
 
 
 
          Pic 2: Celebration in the Beaufort Bar 

 
 
 
Each pre-season we offer a Beekeeping Beginner Course. There are typically 3 theory sessions and a                
visit to the apiary. Going forward the courses will be delivered virtually, while COVID-19 requires us to                 
meet apart. We provide 1-2-1 meetings to give beginners a practical session and of course celebrate the                 
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completion of the course. In the past we met in an apiary, organised a talk or demonstration while having                   
a cuppa tea or an Elderflower Cordial. Every beginner gets a certificate and e.g. a voucher for bee                  
supplies.  
 
In the last 2 years we have held raffles and one member per month can win a beekeeping beginner book                    
or a set of frames with wax of their choice. New in 2020 was the introduction of a seasonal photo                    
competition. Quarterly, the winning entry – judged by the members – is worth a voucher for a local                  
hardware/garden centre and the winners’ photograph is guaranteed to be included in our Honeybee              
Calendar.  
 
There is a lot more to tell but mentioning ‘Calendar’ brings me to the end of this article. We have created                     
our first own Honey Bee Calendar. If you are curious visit our website (www.beaufortbeekeepers.org ) and               
see how amazing it turned out. If there are some left you may be in the position to get your hands on one,                       
however we plan to give them free to local schools and raffle them off amongst our members and                  
beginners. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
continued... 
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3 x Calendar Pics 
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I hope you enjoyed reading this article and are keen to make 2021 a real good one. Remember all this is                     
possible during Covid-19. We held all our meetings and beginner courses virtually and the participation               
was overwhelming. We have organised over 50 prizes for our Christmas Party 2020 and have an online                 
raffle with a gift for each member.  
 
Who knows maybe the 2 nd Kerry Beekeepers’ Gathering will take place in some form or shape? 
 
 
Merry Christmas and a Prosperous Beekeeping Year in 2021. 
 
 
Written by Ulrich Schraewer 
Chairman of Beaufort Beekeepers.  
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DAFM Registration 
Registration of primary producers of honey with the Department of Agriculture,           
Food and Marine 

Beekeepers are food producers and a requirement exists to register with the competent authority, even               
when the operation occurs in a private domestic dwelling. EU Regulations on food and food safety, came                 
into effect in 2006. The objective of these EU regulations includes focusing controls on what is necessary                 
for public health protection and clarifying that it is the primary responsibility of food business operators                
to produce food safely. Under EU regulation a food business operator is the natural or legal person                 
responsible for ensuring the requirements of food law are met within the food business under their                
control. Part of the requirement of these regulations is that people involved in the production of                
primary products (including honey) must be registered as food business operators with the relevant              
competent authority, which for the production of honey in Ireland is the Department of Agriculture,               
Food and the Marine.  

 
Registration is free and can be completed by filling out the registration application form accessible on                
DAFM website and posting it to Beekeeping, Horticulture and Plant Health Division, Department of              
Agriculture, Food and the Marine, Backweston Campus, Celbridge, Co. Kildare, alternatively the            
completed form can be emailed to beekeeping@agriculture.gov.ie. Any individual can cancel their            
registration if they cease being a beekeeper. 

 
Registration does not imply that the registered beekeeper will be inspected by DAFM, however DAFM               
do carry out a number of inspections on beekeepers annually to ensure that honey is being produced                 
and marketed in accordance with the relevant legislation. Beekeepers are selected for inspection based              
on risk factors, but some are also nominated for inspection following receipt of complaints regarding               
mislabelling of honey or other issues. It is important that beekeepers are fully aware of the labelling                 
requirements for honey, as DAFM work closely with other agencies who carry out checks at retail level                 
to ensure the labelling requirements are being met, obviously any issues detected at retail level are                
always followed up by DAFM. Types of inspections include honey hygiene, animal remedies and honey               
labelling. All inspections are solely based on requirements set down in legislation and are carried out to                 
ensure the safety of the honey for the consumer.  

 
The register of beekeepers is maintained by the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine.               
Registered beekeeper’s data may be shared with other national authorities, including the FSAI, for the               
same food safety purposes, as provided for by law. This would usually only happen if there was an                  
identified food safety risk.  

Further details of your rights under data protection law can be found here.             
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/dataprotection/ 
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New animal health legislation and registration of beekeepers 

With regards to legislation, honeybees are treated the same as any other kept animal and thus will come                  
under the remit of the new EU animal health law due to come into force from 2021. Under the new EU                     
animal health law it is expected that every apiary will be required to register for honeybee health                 
reasons, in addition to the registration requirements for food hygiene. Under this legislation there may               
be additional information required to be submitted by the beekeeper when registering their apiary and               
there is likely to be a requirement to maintain additional records regarding the apiary. The exact                
requirements have yet to be decided by the EU. 

If you have any additional questions about this article please contact beekeeping@agriculture.gov.ie            
further information including registration forms can be found on DAFM’s website using the address              
below:  

 https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/farmingsectors/beekeepinghoney/ 
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Beekeeping Year  
By Pauline Walsh 3 Counties BKA 

October  

•  We have largely prepared the hives for winter now. The following are jobs which may be 

necessary if not already done. 

• Ensure the hives are watertight.  

• Make sure there is ventilation at the top of the hive by inserting matchsticks under the corners. 

This will prevent condensation within the hive. 

• If not already fitted, put insulation under the roof / on top of the crown board.  

• Make sure the Varroa floors are turned to reduce the air flow in the hive.  

• Further reduce the entrance to 40-50 mm for the winter.  

• Heft hives to ensure that there are sufficient stores. By now the ivy nectar and pollen should be 

coming in and if there is a huge flow it may be necessary to add another super to ensure there is 

space for the queen to lay 

• If the hives are light, usually because the ivy is not yielding, then be prepared to feed the bees 

with fondant or syrup.  

• At this time the only forage for the bees is usually ivy and gorse  

•  

 

NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY  

 

• This is the period where very little needs to be done in the apiary. The hives should never be 

opened.  

• Periodically heft the hives to assess the stores and feed fondant if necessary and preferably 

without moving the crown board by using an eke or empty super if needed.  

• Routinely check the apiary for storm damage and that the hives are securely tied down and 

weighted if necessary.  

• Observe the entrance for activity. On warm days you will see bees leaving on cleansing flights 

and if the weather is dry you may see pollen being brought in, this usually indicates the presence 

of brood.  

• Late November and preferably after a period of frost use a sticky board on the floor insert to 

ascertain the daily mite drop. This will then indicate whether winter treatment is necessary with 

Apibioxol [oxalic acid the main ingredient]  

• If you are looking to split hives or breed queens’ review your hive records to assess your needs 

and actions.  

• Buy and build any equipment for the coming year and paint and repair any spare 

equipment.[keep eye on sales from suppliers]  

• Attend any association meetings. Listen to any speakers and more experienced beekeepers and 

talk to other beekeepers to swap ideas and to gain information.  

• Prepare a book or sheets for hive records.  
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• Usually by now there is only hazel and willow flowering which only give pollen hence the need 

to assess the food requirements for the hive. Later the early spring bulbs will offer some nectar 

but not enough to feed the now growing colony.  
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Recipe #1  
Thank you to Myfanwy Blissett for the following recipe 

 

Lemon & Honey Crunchies  

 

75g fine wholemeal flour + 1 teaspoon baking powder 

75g oats 

50g sugar  

75g butter 

1 tablespoon strongly flavoured honey 

Finely grated rind of 1 small lemon 

 

Heat oven to 150 degrees. Line a baking tray with parchment paper. 

Melt butter and honey in a saucepan on a low heat. 

Add lemon rind, sugar, oats and flour + baking powder. 

Stir well and make 18 small balls, put on the tray and flatten, allow space to spread during baking. 

Bake for 15-18 minutes, until light brown. 

Cool on a wire rack and make the tea.  
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Recipe #2  

WALNUT AND HONEY TART      From  Kathleen and Barry Sullivan, West Cork 

This is a substantial and delicious tart. It is also a good way of using up some runny honey. 

Tin    22 cm. Loose bottomed. 

Oven temp 180 C /Fan 170C 

Ingredients.       1.   Pastry  

400gm Plain flour 

200gm Butter. Chilled .Chopped 

80-100gm caster sugar ( as desired) 

1 beaten egg. 

Zest of 1 lemon 

Pinch of salt.           It may need a teaspoon or 2 of COLD water. 

Keep all ingredients cool . Put flour into a chilled bowl; rub the chopped butter into the flour 

with your fingertips until the mixture resembles breadcrumbs. Add in the sugar and salt and 

mix. Add the egg and mix together with a knife. With your hands bring the pastry together into 

a ball. You may need 1-2 teaspoons of COLD water. Cover with cling film and chill for 30 mins.  

2. FILLING 

150 gm sugar 

200ml Cream 

3 Tablespoons Honey. 

200gm Walnuts-chopped 

1 orange –zest and juice (optional) 

1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
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1 egg, beaten- only if using the orange juice 

Method 

Heat a pan  and add the sugar. Leave over a medium heat until a caramel –a light brown 

colour-appears ( don’t overdo or the sugar will burn and become bitter). Swirl the pan to mix 

the sugar into the caramel . When fully melted add the cream in a steady flow while stirring. 

Lumps may form but they will dissolve. When there is a smooth mix add the honey ,nuts , 

vanilla ( and orange zest and juice if using). Allow to cool slightly. Then stir in the beaten egg –if 

you have used the orange. 

Cut the pastry into 2 pieces- 1 larger to cover the bottom and sides of the tin and the smaller 

piece for the lid. 

Roll out the pastry.. Cover the base and sides of the baking tin-leave it about 1cm above the 

edges for sealing. 

Pour in the slightly cooled filling .Carefully put the lid on top. Seal all around. Prick holes in the 

lid to allow steam to escape.  

Bake for about 30-35 min or until golden brown. 

Allow to cool for a few minutes. Then remove carefully from the tin  and place on a cooling 

rack. 

The tart is best eaten the day after cooking-worth the wait! 
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A message from our Education Officer  
education@irishbeekeepersassocation.com 
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Bee Genetics  
By Edward Hill North Kildare Beekeepers Association  

I always struggle with bee genetics. In today’s world scientists are able to decode the genes of various 
plants and animals.  As humans we are said to share 99% of our genes with chimpanzees.  

Most species are unique basically we all share genes from our parents, Mothers contribute 
chromosomes from their eggs and fathers from their sperm, most of the animal kingdom operates on 
this principle. But honey bees are different and their approach to passing on chromosomes works 
differently and has different outcomes. 

To start with let’s look at the Drone who is male, this always confuses people new to beekeeping.  

● They have no father, 
● They have only one grandfather, 
● They can be fathers to daughters, granddaughters and grandsons, 
● But they can’t have sons. 

This is because Drones are born from an unfertilised egg laid by the Queen. The egg is not fertilised 
by sperm from another Drone, in this case the Drone is referred to as being Haploid which is the 
technical term to say he has only one set of Chromosomes all from his mother. This process of 
reproduction in honey bees from unfertilised eggs is referred to as parthenogenesis.  

When the Queen lays an egg and it is fertilised with sperm from a Drone it will develop into a female 
bee and will either be a worker or a future Queen. These female honey bees are called diploids 
which means it has two complete sets of chromosomes one set from each parent. 

This type of sex determination in honey bees is called haplodiploidy. 

Now for the bit where it gets confusing:  

There are a number of sub-species of honey bee such as Apis mellifera mellifera, Apis mellifera 
Ligustica, Apis mellifera caucasica, Apis mellifera carnica, Apis mellifera scutellata to name a few 
there are 44 sub species listed and they are all distinguished by their Phenotypes which literally 
means they have observable physical properties such as colour, size and behaviour. They can all 
interbreed, if you look it up it is a bit more complicated, it always is.  

The word genotype is used to describe the part of the genetic makeup of a cell, and therefore of any 
individual, which determines one of its characteristics (phenotype). The term was coined by the 
Danish botanist, plant physiologist and geneticist Wilhelm Johannsen in 1903. (Wikipedia) 

A genotype is the unique genome of that organism which is its heritable identity, with Honey bees 
some have nearly the same genotype but different phenotypes but it’s not always like this as 
different phenotypes can reflect different genotypes, now you see why I get lost. 
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If you are studying genetics, scientists can now use DNA sequencing to identify different genotypes 
such as was completed in recent research here in Ireland relating to Apis mellifera mellifera. 

Here they were looking at Mitochondrial DNA to track the maternal lineage of bees submitted. 
Mitochondria are tiny organelles that are found in living cells, they release energy by burning sugar 
and oxygen, they may once have been free living bacteria but somewhere in time have been 
incorporated into living Cells.  These tiny mitochondria reproduce separately from the cell and divide 
when the cell divides but their DNA remains separate and does not change. So, they get passed 
along through the generations without their DNA changing and are not affected by mating with 
drones therefore they are passed through their mothers. It was by studying these mitochondria that 
they discovered that a significant population of Apis mellifera mellifera remain in Ireland.  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00218839.2018.1433949 

I hope I explained that bit right. 

But what has this got to do with beekeeping, nothing if you are happy keeping bees and rearing a 
few queens from your own colonies each season. 

But if you want to breed bees rather than rear them, then this information and an understanding of 
it is crucial. We recently had a zoom discussion in North Kildare on bee improvement. 

If trying to improve your bees we discussed the importance of keeping notes and from these we 
were selecting desirable traits from different colonies by scoring you bees out of five for Docility, 
resistance to disease, propensity to sting, amount of honey harvested, over wintering and speed of 
build-up of colony. The aim here was to encourage beekeepers to rear queens from those colonies 
that exhibited some or all of the above traits. It was all about performance measured throughout 
the season against specific traits and these can differ between aperies throughout the county or 
country. 

The breeding of bees is a highly complex thing. This is usually carried out in laboratories to breed for 
specific traits such as hygienic behaviour, Varroa sensitive hygiene (VSH), Grooming behaviour, Short 
brood periods, longer living workers, temperament, Tracheal mite resistance, honey production and 
comb building. 

But it’s not easy because the multiple mating habit of Queen Honey bees is a huge obstacle and 
cannot be controlled by the average beekeeper. 

New methods have been adapted and Honey bees are now being instrumentally inseminated (II) 
which allows breeders to have complete control over both mating of the Queens and selection of 
the drones. There are advantages with instrumentally inseminated queens over natural mated 
queens, they can be mated by a single drone in a laboratory selected for specific traits and Queens 
can be mated with numerous drones to maintain genetic diversity. There are also disadvantages 
which I won’t go into here. 

 Most of our Queens mate naturally therefore we probably have a lot of mixing of genes from Apis 
mellifera mellifera with Buckfast or whatever else is in the area. Their offspring are referred to as 
mongrels and we all have them to some extent. 
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 The issue with what is known as the Isle of Wight disease saw a lot of bees die out in the early 20th 
century and a lot of bees were imported from Europe to replace stocks. 

We now have a number of voluntary conservation areas (VCA) in Ireland where local beekeepers are 
encouraged to keep Amms like here in North Kildare but it is not mandatory and it can be very 
frustration for some beekeepers who have invested a lot of time and effort into improving their 
bees to discover that a local beekeeper has brought in different colonies of bees or imported queens 
who’s future sons will likely mate with future queens of the already established colonies.  

So, what of the future, I believe the breeding of selective bees with specific traits is outside the 
scope of most beekeepers and will remain so for many years to come. 

But we can still rear queens from our colonies that exhibit the traits we would like to encourage. 
That will require the beekeeper to maintain diligent records and to co-operate with other local 
beekeepers. It involves education, awareness of what is happening in your locality and a 
commitment to participate and be responsible. 

As was mentioned at our zoom meeting we need “Tolerance” by the local beekeepers of each other 
and that the bees produced must also be tolerant of the beekeeper so that they can be managed 
without being aggressive and sort out the errors inflicted upon them by an over enthusiastic 
beekeeper.  
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The Hows and Whys of Beekeeping 

 
                                                     With Caroline McDonald, IBA CLG Education Officer. 

I can start by quoting one of the best - Albert Einstein- who said “ Education is 

not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think. ”  

In the IBA a beginners course is organised each year where newcomers can learn the hows and whys of 

beekeeping.  I remember that before involving myself with bees I believed that all I needed was a hive, 

some bees and hey presto, I have honey in the jar for the cereal every morning. The beginners’ course 

which I followed quickly dispelled that notion. It is not a matter of surveying the beautiful hive at the 

bottom of the garden but rather the need to put work into it and to know a few things. This is where 

education joins the equation. Bees are livestock and just like any other farmed or domestic animals must 

be monitored, maintained, kept healthy and productive. Knowledge is king. 

Beekeeping - The more you learn, the more you find out you don’t know…..! 

When I finished the introductory course I felt that maybe I could purchase a hive and a colony of bees. It 

was fairly tentative but I took support from the association as I went to meetings, apiary visits and spoke 

to people. Every day was a school day as [again] Einstein would say “Intellectual growth should 

commence at birth and cease only at death.” Indeed it is a sad day if I don’t learn something new. 

Monthly talks introduced us to new topics and kept the learning process going. 

I applied for the Preliminary Exam and completed both parts of it. Following from that was the 

presentation of certificates at the AGM. In my mind the preparation for the exam and certification 

consolidated my knowledge of beekeeping and confidence to start as a beekeeper. Some people use 

their certificate when they wish to sell the fruits of the bees’ labour, honey. To have a certificate does 

not mean that I know more but it is a sign that I do know something. The Good Book says that “people 

perish from lack of knowledge” well maybe in this case it would be bees which perish due to ignorance 

on behalf of the keeper. Preparing for exams improves our knowledge base and indicates that we have 

reached a certain degree of competence.  

I’m naturally curious and wanted to know why some tasks are performed rather than blindly doing said 

task. If I understand why then the how becomes easier. We are told to check the hive/colony every 

week and never leave it for more than nine days…yes…but why. We know the reason for that but one 
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can still be successful without knowing why by blithely following instructions. If I know the reason why 

something should be then it is easier to remember when or how to do any task. 

Advancing on the Educational route…. 

From the preliminary one can progress to Intermediate Scientific and Husbandry exams and then further 

to Senior. In following the course of certifying for these exams one delves deeper into the life of the 

honeybee and the management of the hive. As we learn, we become more mindful of every move we 

make in the apiary and honey shed. If something that the beekeeper does proves unsuccessful then 

another way can be considered. Knowledge can help this thought process. We are not mindless 

beekeepers following a formula but considered ones.  As any experienced beekeeper will tell you, the 

bees don’t read the books!!! 

Know your bees ,know your beekeeping. 

In this subheading I paraphrase Tom Seely when I advocate the beekeeper to know the bees. Tom is a 

much published author and worldwide bee expert working at Cornell University, NY. I use his sentiments 

by way of advocating continuous study into the habits, life and biology of these wonderful animals. The 

more one learns the better the beekeeper and the better our practise of beekeeping becomes. 

 

Apiculture – An evolving science and knowledge. 

We have attended webinars or read books by people who work in beekeeping in an academic setting. 

There are studies being done into the biology of bees which can have an impact on human health. Bees 

are important in our food production which has economic and social significance as everybody knows.  

New things about bees are being discovered which was hitherto unknown. A few years ago people 

thought that Varroa fed on haemolymph in the bee but now it has been found to be the fat bodies 

which are targeted. Dr. Samuel Ramsey, who works at the University of Maryland, investigated that. Dr. 

Samuel presented a captivating webinar to IBA members two years ago. Hopefully some of our 

members will proceed to pursue academic careers in apiculture and the science of bees. It all starts with 

the Introduction to Beekeeping Exam. 

Vigilance comes with knowledge. 

For treatment of diseases it is important to follow the instructions on the packet but if one knows WHY 

then the beekeeper will be more vigilant in following the instructions. Being a thoughtful and considered 

beekeeper benefits all beekeepers and this is part of being educated in the craft of bee husbandry. 

With new developments on disease transmission, effects, causes and treatments the beekeeper needs 

to know the why and the how; why these diseases occur and how to prevent them must be at the back 

of the beekeeper’s mind.  Again having sound knowledge dispels any myth. 
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Bees are still being imported and exported. Knowledge allows us to ask how safe a practice is. While 

imported bees probably originate from a certified producer how sure can we be that they are disease- 

free? We can see with the current pandemic that people can carry a virus and spread a virus whilst being 

asymptomatic, (not show any symptoms).   The same can apply to bees. We need to be armed with 

knowledge and sound thinking to check on the protocols of testing imported bee-stock. An imported 

queen may look healthy but she may be shedding viruses for her tenure in your colony and apiary 

[which could be four years]. In IBA CLG beekeeping courses a study is made of diseases and matters 

pertaining to that [it’s not exhaustive of course] which alerts the beekeeper to the danger and equips 

her/him to ask certain questions. With knowledge we can use suitable treatments against disease as it 

relates to the weather conditions and other considerations each year. We may not know the exact 

answer but we do know how to ask a question which informs an answer. Then we can follow an 

educated course of action in the hive with the colony. “Without knowledge people perish”! 

In studying for exams, methods used in breeding and Instrumental Insemination are explored which 

may/may not be useful for us living in unpredictable climatic and weather conditions. Many are looking 

for mated queens …even in October. Well the drones are fair weather fliers so the lady is not likely to 

meet a male/s on a chilly autumn evening. I.I. may be an option but with knowledge one can consider 

the options and make an educated decision of course of action. 

There is more to education than exams and certificates. In studying and preparing for exams the learner 

consolidates his/her knowledge and keeps it in a useful and usable way in his/her mind. In the light of 

this our associations run workshops and field days where skills are transferred. In my case I have done a 

queen- rearing course where the skills have been demonstrated to us. Now I need to rear some queens 

to demonstrate what I have learned. I may also appreciate a certificate upon completion of the 

workshops with possible a test of knowledge. Queen rearing is a very valuable skill if we as a group wish 

to improve bee stock in the country. It will develop a stronger beekeeping community in the country and 

benefit the national honey bee stock. Education removes the mystique, and sometimes fear of doing 

something. Essentially education builds confidence. 

The academic in me wants to see the results of my time and attendance with a certificate. I would 

consider doing an exam/test to measure how much I understood and retained the required skills. Again 

when preparing for an exam/test, one consolidates the process and reasons for doing the skills which in 

turn reinforces the procedures. I’m a believer in the exam process but now I like little and often rather 

than some big long terminal exam. We hope to introduce this soon. 

It can be of benefit to someone wishing to pursue academic studies or to work in beekeeping on a 

professional basis to have certificates of having completed exams. 

IBA CLG Exams and Education 

In the light of current health and safety restrictions in this country, the IBA has produced an Introduction 

to Beekeeping exam which can be completed electronically. There is a practical aspect which is 

completed at an apiary while adhering to social distance and all current health protocols. I would urge 
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all newcomers who did the introduction course early in 2020 to participate in this exam process and get 

certification. 

“Wanting to”….NOT… “Having to”!!! 

Exam procedures have changed in all areas of study in recent years where the long terminal exam has 

been separated into modules. IBA is considering a new format for Intermediate and Senior exams in the 

future. This will come to pass. People, these days, are busy with other life matters and studying many 

topics for a long terminal exam demands too much time which some cannot commit. We will have a 

leaner more agile system in place in the near future which hopefully will satisfy our members who wish 

to have certification and move onto more serious study. It will also satisfy the curious among you, who 

study just for the love of it. Lastly I hope that in education, a curiosity and passion is developed in the 

beekeeper. It will be a matter of ‘wanting to’ learn and improve knowledge rather than ‘having to ’ 
learn.  

As we prepare for exams we collaborate with other beekeepers, which builds a network of support and 

friends. This benefits the individual in so many ways. 

To have a cohort of educated beekeepers enables argue and lobby in environmental and national 

campaigns. With a sound knowledge base we can make our case for the benefit of the honey bee and in 

turn other species. 

Having certification may lead to an opening of giving talks or workshops. In many cases organisers of 

such workshops look for accreditation. So there may be a fortune to me made as a speaker on the circuit 

(if the honey harvest does not yield)! Who knew. Finally these are only my ideas. Accept or reject! You 

decide. c 
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Giant Hogweed 
- Author - Alan, H&S officer 

For your information. As we are often in rural areas and despite attempts to eradicate this plant we have                   
a fair chance of bumping into it. If you see it NEVER touch it and it can be reported to NWPS as it is an                         
invasive species. Their details are on the following link :- Giant Hogweed in Ireland 

 http://invasivespecies.ie/invasive-plants-japanese-knotweed/giant-hogweed/  

Also be aware that the mature plant is up to 5m high but the young plants look much like native                    
hogweed which itself can also conjure up allergic reactions in some people. Some of the other umbellifer                 
family still have the ability to inflict injury on us, despite celery being a vegetable it is one of the main                     
food allergies and hemlock is another of its cousins. As a rule of thumb, if you don’t know it is safe leave                      
well alone. 

 

YouTube video - How to identify Giant Hogweed https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCTB5Ln1Ego  

Video on BBC website - how to treat a Hogweed burn https://www.bbc.com/newsround/33871989   
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Book Review  
 

An Efficient Production of Bee Colonies is written by Flemming B. Thorsen, a commercial bee-keeper 

who concentrates on breeding pure Danish Buckfast bees. 

There are no pure English Buckfast bees in Denmark anymore, but he continues to use the methods of 

Brother Adam from Buckfast Abbey in England 

Fleming is a commercial queen breeder and produces many new colonies every year. He also breeds 

pure Carnica queens as well as a combination of Buckfast and Carnica strains 

His book features colour illustrations throughout and a handy operations calendar 

https://www.northernbeebooks.co.uk/products/an-efficient-production-of-bee-colonies-thorsen/ 
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Handy Tips  

Pop your dirty smoker into a bucket of warm water soda crystals, bread soda and vinegar. 
Leave for a few hours or overnight. The deposits simply washes off. 

- Thank you or this to Declan G. O'Shea, South Tipperary Beekeepers Association 
 
For copper smokers, Wendy Austin-Rawlings, also from South Tipperary Beekeepers 
Association, recommends using salt and vinegar paste (and elbow grease!) or soak in a 
salt/vinegar/water solution. You need the acid to clean copper ; the washing soda and bicarb 
are too alkaline. She also suggests that failing that you could make everyone think you're going 
completely bonkers and slather it in ketchup, leave it for a while then rub and rinse off 😊 
 
Thanks for sharing Wendy with our readers Declan and Wendy! 
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About You and Your Beekeeping               Alan Forskitt - research 

Please consider following the link below to the survey from Grace McCormak of NUIG. Everything is explained in 

the following text and Grace will be only too happy to answer any questions. 
 

 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NUIG_Bee_Survey 

Dear Beekeeper, 
 
In recent years some beekeepers in Ireland have begun to monitor levels of Varroa in their hives and to                   
only treat colonies that are not controlling Varroa themselves. Some beekeepers have colonies doing              
well for multiple years without having to apply chemicals. Little of this is reported or documented in any                  
clear fashion, nor is the mechanism for how the bees are coping in the presence of Varroa known. To                   
further develop and support such efforts to have chemical-free beekeeping it is important to know if                
Irish beekeepers generally regard Varroa resistance/tolerance traits as important for beekeeping. It            
could be very beneficial to bring beekeepers who are already trying to reduce chemical use and breed                 
Varroa resistant/tolerant bees together to see if we can cooperate to share knowledge, to acquire               
additional resources to develop bee improvement in Ireland, and to make such bees available to others.                
The work towards breeding such bees is difficult and time consuming so a cooperative effort would be a                  
potentially good way forward. 
 
As such we would be grateful if you would consider completing the survey either in hard copy (send by                   
post), complete and send by email, or do it online. We will report back the general findings of the survey                    
to all beekeeper groups as the information should be of interest to all beekeepers. All personal                
information will be protected and kept strictly confidential in accordance with GDPR protocols. The              
survey below has been adapted from a survey developed and published by researchers In Switzerland               
with their permission (Guichard et al., 2019, https://doi.org/10.1080/00218839.2019.1654966). 
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With kind regards, 
Grace McCormack 
NUIG Bee Research 
nuigbeeresearch@gmail.com 
grace.mccormack@nuigalway.ie 

The Current Covid situation 
        Author - Alan, H&S officer 

When is this disease going to leave us alone?  

It seems that we are going to be lucky to have a ‘traditional’ Christmas at all. If we look 
on the bright side though, it can’t last forever, neither the disease or Christmas 
depending on your point of view. 

As it is at the moment we are waiting to see what the powers to be decide for us, but as 
it is, the main thing is to look after ourselves and each other. By now everyone is fed up 
with the situation and it is the middle of winter which isn’t helping. I personally am 
looking forward to a time when we can simply talk to each other in person and get on 
with our beekeepers meetings in person while feeling good that I/we/my friends and 
family have not succumbed to the covid. 

Unfortunately we are unable to plan any events such as meetings and conferences as 
there is no certainty to anything but I am sure that people at both local and national 
level are thinking of arranging meets when it becomes possible. It would be great to 
have a huge beekeepers party to celebrate once this is over, Ideas on a postcard please! 
Seriously, get the little grey cells thinking. Locally it seems that we have moved quite 
well over to using Zoom and similar platforms and most groups are delivering their 
beginners courses online. Not quite the same as in person but on the bright side, it does 
alleviate the need to travel on wet winters nights. A great innovation by IBA is the online 
preliminary exam which has been well developed by the education committee over the 
last few months. It will be great to see this rolled out over the intermediate exams and 
seniors. 

Keeping ourselves occupied is high on most people's agendas so if anyone is looking for 
something to do there is always room in the news letter for articles both serious and 
light hearted, comments, updates and news from associations, cartoons, crosswords 
and any matter of space fillers that you could find in any publication. 
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When we look back I am sure that we will have learned a lot from this awful situation 
and will also have moved on with using technology to help us in our communications 
with each other.  

For now, keep well and have a lovely Christmas, make sure the bees are well fed as I am 
sure you all will be and looking forward to next year … Alan 
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Sundry Interesting Videos/Books/Internet links 
 

Thank you Thomas at Reel Focus Productions and Lorna in Dublin/Wicklow for this video showing the                
removal of a feral colony from an old tree 

https://youtu.be/KFV3eBcdE8s 
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Wildflower meadows  
- Eddie Hill, NKBKA 

The planting of wildflower meadows has been encouraged to increase biodiversity and improve the 
aesthetic amenity of an area. In most garden centres and on-line there are many Wildflower mixes 
available promoting their benefit of increasing pollinator numbers by providing both Pollen and nectar 
availability. But how beneficial are they and what plants do they contain?  

I have looked at 17  different seed mixes from 5 different suppliers to see what they contain. Altogether 
these mixtures contain 29 different plant families with 111 species in total. 

The largest family is  Asteraceae ( Comprised by plants with composite flowers like Daisies) it has highest 
number with 23 species included, followed by Fabeceae (Plants in the pea family Lupins, vetches) with 
12 species ,Brassicaceae (Plants in the Mustard and cabbage family) with 10 species and Poaceae 
(Grasses) with 6 species. 

 Two of the Suppliers have (Poaceae) grass species in their mix, one has 2 species while 3 mixes have 5 
species. One supplier lists one of its mixes using Latin names only while the other suppliers  list theirs 
using Common Names.  

The website Irish wildflowers advertise 37 different mixtures suitable for different habitats and 
locations. While Fruithill Farm has 3 mixtures listed. The other three suppliers I looked at were from 
England. 

Following the launch of the All-Ireland Pollinator plan in 2015 there has been an increasing interest in 
the role urban enviorments and their habitats can play in sustaining pollinating insects. 

 In Ireland we have recorded 99 species of bees. There is one Species of Honey bee which is managed by 
beekeepers although there are some reports of feral colonies in places, there  are 21 species of 
Bumblebees and 77 species of Solitary bee.  

The plan indicates that Pollinators are under increasing pressure due to loss of habitat, Fragmentation of 
habitat, In breeding, Isolation, pests and diseases and the application of herbicides and pesticides. 

The Common Agriculture policy as implemented by the EU also has impacted on habitats, land use and 
biodiversity. 

Some reports indicate that urban environments can support larger numbers of pollinators if forage is 
available while there is also some evidence that a shortage of forage sees lower numbers of pollinating 
insects in a habitat. The increase in the number of beekeepers and their colonies in urban areas are also 
suspected as contributing to the increased competition for scarce food resources available to other 
pollinating insects. It is reported that the higher numbers of pollinators in a habitat relates to the variety 
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of flower species growing and the availability of pollen and nectar to sustain them throughout their 
breeding  season.  

The widespread popularity of the All-Ireland pollinator plan and the recognition of the importance that 
pollinators play in the environment has raised public awareness of the impacts we have had on our local 
environment.  

This awareness of pollinators is linked to concern with our food supply, climate change and the declining 
number of pollinators in the environment. Both mainstream media and social media carry lots of reports 
on the subject. 

In order to survive and successfully raise their young, pollinators require forage from flowering plants as 
they have evolved to rely predominantly on both Nectar and Pollen from flowers. 

 It is believed that an average honey bee colony requires approx 120Kg of nectar and 20Kg of pollen to 
sustain its colony throughout the season. While both Solitary bees and Bumblebees require less. 

 That requirement sees the need for a large number of flowering plants to be available throughout the 
breeding season, any gaps in this supply could see colonies perish due to starvation. 

There are numerous private individuals, community groups, councils and state managed land planting 
wildflower seed mixes to encourage pollinators. 

 A lot of groups actively involved in planting wildflower meadow include, Tidy town associations, Newly 
formed biodiversity groups with an interest in pollinating insects, Beekeeping groups, County councils, 
private business and government organisations with rewards and recognition available for their 
achievements such as green flags, certificates and cups. 

 Many of the wildflower mixes available are of both native and introduced plants some are annuals only 
while some are perennials only. There are also mixtures available with both Annual and perennial seeds 
in them. 

When planting a wildflower meadow it is important that the selected mixture contain species that are 
native and allow for a long growing season with lots of flowers available to provide both pollen and 
nectar. In some cases a change of culture in management of an area is all that may be required. This 
often includes the mistaken belief of allowing the grass to grow therefore wildflowers meadows will 
dominate and enhance the numbers of pollinators present. In some cases the soil will be rich in nitrogen 
and grass species already growing will dominate and shade out any low growing native plants. 

Numerous flower rich mixtures are available see eddies table for mixes. When purchasing these mixes 
we do not know of their value to pollinators when in flower, these mixes while flowering must provide 
both pollen and nectar over the spring/summer season without any gaps in flowering for pollinators to 
rear their young and for the species to be successful. This means that there must be some overlap in 
flowering periods and the  planted meadow cannot be dominated by a single species. 

 In the early Spring especially when Bumblebee queens begin to emerge, both pollen and nectar should 
be available, it is not so important for honey bees as they are managed and can be supplementary fed 
until conditions improve.  
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None of the mixtures I looked at appear to provide any early flowering resources that would provide 
pollen or nectar to Bumblebees forageing early in the season. 

A lot of the early flowering native plants are not included in the mixtures such as Wood anemones, 
Lesser Celendine, Dandelion, Red dead nettle, Buttercups, Speedwel, selfheal, Bugle and ground ivy 
which all play an important role for Bumblebee queens when they emerge in early March and  are 
looking to establish a new nest site. Both Butterflies, Solitary bees and Hoverflies also rely on these 
flowering plants but have a different life cycle. 

The provision of  other flowering plants providing both pollen and nectar early in the season is also an 
important consideration when planting wildflower meadows. These should include garden plants such 
as Crocus, Snowdrop, Grape Hyacinths, Bluebells, lungwort, Anenomes, Flowering Current, Mahonia, 
Berberis Winter flowering heathers and native shrubs such as Hazel and  willow. 

All grasses in the mixtures  are wind pollinated but there have been records of it in honey bee colonies 
although they are not known to forage on it. 

 

There are a number of points worth mentioning here in relation to flowering plants.  

● During cold weather flowering plants cannot produce soluble sugars as nectar to attract insects. 
● Woodland flowering plants in woodland areas such as Wood Anenome, Bluebells,  Lesser 

celendine, primroses, Snowdrops, wood sorrell and Violets must flower and set seed before the 
overhead canopy closes in. 

● Flowering plants growing in what is now referred to as traditional hay meadows have evolved to 
set seed in mid summer before being cut back. 

● Honey bees will feed on excess stores within the hive if necessary but will require pollen as soon 
as the queen starts laying. 

● Solitary bees will have provisioned their nests the previous season to feed emerging larvae. but 
newly emerged and mated queens will have to restart the cycle again. 

● Late summer flowering plants are important to overwintering Bumblebees so that they can 
stock up on stores before flowers set seed. 

If you plant a wildflower meadow It is important that the public understand what you are trying to 
achieve when managing these meadows, aside form the aesthetic value and the diversity of flowers 
available to pollinators, the provision of plants as a food source for caterpillars and Aphids should be 
considered as these are predated on by Wasps, Hoverflies, ladybirds, dragonflies and birds. The 
provision of nesting sites for bumblebees and solitary bees, must also be considered as these pollinating 
insects often do not forage far from the colony to collect resources. 

 Some butterflies lay their eggs on specific plants e.g Orange tip butterflies require ladys smock, while 
the rare Marsh Fritillary is dependent of devils bit scabious, and their larvae also require plants as a 
source of food 

Wildflower meadow plants also provide food for seed eating birds that are also attracted to them after 
they have set seed.  
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The  flowering period of the selected plants must extend throughout the life cycle of the pollinators 
colony  therefore rare and introduced species will play an important role in the seed mixtures as they 
help extend the  flowering season and fill in any gaps. 

 Lots of flowering plants have different flower structures for example Comfrey has a bell shaped flower 
only accessible to bumblebees as they have a long proboscis, Similarly some plants require buzz 
pollination such as Borage, tomatoes, Aubergines which can only be provided by Bumblebees. Single 
open flowers are accessible to all pollinators and flowering plants such Fennell, Wild carrot and milfoil 
are easier for Hoverflies to access nectar with their mouth parts as they do not have a proboscis. Most 
of the wildflower mixtures available contain a variety of flower shapes. 

All planted flowering meadows should provide both pollen and nectar, especially perennial meadows 
which flower over a longer period rather than annual meadows which will usually all flower at the same 
time and for a shorter period. 

When selecting plants for wildflower meadows remember that both Pollen and Nectar availability will 
vary throughout the season as this can be affected by soil type, water availability, topography and seed 
selection. 

 Other factors that may affect flowering include vandalism, management practices, pests and diseases, 
damping off and rotting of seed, weather such as frost, flooding and drought and also  predation of seed 
by Birds, Mice, Squirrels and Rabbits. 

The value of wildflower meadows in a community cannot be overlooked.  

● Local groups can have an active involvement in its management which encourages ownership. 
This can involve litter collection, seed collection or at a local level management such as mowing 
at the end of the season and removal of dominant invasive species such as thistles, nettles and 
grasses. 

● Wildflower meadows provide opportunities for education from identification of flowering plants 
and visiting insects to photography and art. 

● The creation of a wildflower meadow can change how a space is perceived, by bringing the 
countryside to an urban setting. 

● Despite the wildflowers and visiting insects not everyone will be enthusiastic  as green spaces 
with meadows can be perceived as unkempt with long grass preventing access for such pastimes 
as football or dog walking. 

Not all wildflower mixtures are appropriate for all sites, there is not a one mixtures fits all. The location 
and site needs to be appropriate for wildflowers in terms of the soil’s depth, and nutrient status. 

When selecting wildflowers, it is important to. 

● Select native species collected and grown in Ireland. 
 

● If the selected wildflower area already has a selection of low growing plants like, Clover, Birds 
foot trefoil, Medick, bedstraw, Pine appleweed and dandelions growing then all that will be 
required is to change its management by reducing the amounts of times it is cut or raising the 
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blades of the mowing deck, it can also be enhanced by the addition of selected perennial plugs 
to prolong the flowering period. 
 

● For the meadow to be successful you must select your seed mix that is appropriate to the site 
and soil conditions. 
 
 

● The management of a wildflower meadow may require the use of specialist machinery that will 
cut the meadow allowing the seed to fall back into the soil to regrow the following year and the 
old grass removed later. 
 

●  Budgets and the Availability of machinery and staff and weather conditions can and will 
influence when the meadow can be cut. 
 

● It is important to consider introducing species that will provide pollen and nectar early in the 
spring so you may have to supplement your mixture by planting trees or shrubs in the 
surrounding landscape. 
 
 

● There is much talk about the addition of the plant yellow rattle Rhinanthus minor to wildflower 
meadows but it does not grow in all meadows. It is semi parasitic on grasses and does not flower 
until June. It is most suitable to locations where soil fertility is low and finer grass grows, 
dominant grasses like Rye, Cocksfoot and couch will prevent it from establishing. 
 

● The establishment of a wildflower meadow requires a time commitment, seed can be more 
expensive than grass, but if you are not managing it yourself then cost will need to be factored 
in. 
 
 

● An annual management plan will need to be established to prevent pioneer species such as 
grasses, brambles, dock and thistle from dominating or introducing invasive species like winter 
heliotrope. 
 

● If the soil is too rich in nutrients for a wildflower meadow to establish then other options will 
need to be considered such as the establishment of an alternative habitat, stripping out the 
topsoil already there which can be very expensive or a long term planned regime of mowing and 
removal of cuttings to reduce the soil fertility over time. 
 

Finally a lot of what we see as wildflower meadows are no such thing they are informal planting 
schemes scattered with seed mixtures bought from suppliers either locally or imported and are treated 
as meadows, the mixtures are sown in prepared soil usually in urban locations and allowed to flower 
before being mown in the Autumn when machinery and time is available. 

 They have some benefit in creating an awareness of pollinators in the environment and bring some of 
the nostalgia of wildflowers meadows into urban environments, they can create corridors for transient 
pollinators and link different habitats and not all the flowers are suitable  for the location or supply 
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sufficient quantities of both pollen and nectar throughout the breeding season. They are not the answer 
or the solution to the problem pollinating insects are facing at the moment. But it’s a start. 

 

https://www.biodiversityireland.ie/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Pollinator-How-to-Guide-4-wildflow
er-FINAL.pdf 

 

http://www.wildflowers.ie/mixes/gf/gf03.htm 

http://www.wildflowers.ie/mixes/gf/gf02.htm 

http://www.wildflowers.ie/mixes/wf/wf01.htm 

http://www.wildflowers.ie/mixes/dw/dw02.htm 

Natures heaven 

https://www.wholesale.molesseeds.co.uk/throw-to-grow/ 
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Congratulations to Andrew Shinnick, who won a lovely Rathborne’s Candle from the competition in our               
last newsletter. 

 

 

 

Competition #1 
 

This month, readers can enter again to win a premium candle from Rathborne Candles (Ireland’s oldest                
company) 

https://www.facebook.com/rathbornescandles     https://rathbornes1488.com/ 

Q. Rathborne Candles was founded in which year? 

Answers to competition@irishbeekeepersassociation.com  
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Competition #2 
 

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

 

We’re also delighted to offer our readers an opportunity to win a lovely hamper from Absolutely                

Fabulous Hampers - thank you to Valerie and Sue from AFH who put up this prize for IBA’s readership 

Check out their website and facebook pages (see below)  

 

Question = On the AFH website, there’s a ‘Cheese & Crackers’ Hamper -  

Name 1 of the 3 cheeses shown on the website for that hamper? 

 

Answers to competition@irishbeekeepersassociation.com  

 

AFH Website    https://www.facebook.com/AFHampers 
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Competition #3 
 

Win an Adnor Tool! 

 

 

 

 

 

Competition = In the recent IBA YouTube video, [see link below] the co-inventor of the               
Adnor tool gave a lecture on preparing for winter - is his name Noel, Nathan, Norman? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRfaSZmCTaQ 

Answers to competition@irishbeekeepersassociation.com  
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Honeybee combs: circular cells and rounded hexagons 
- Thank you to the Journal of The Royal Society for granting permission to us to reproduce this 

article,  -  -  -  -  - Garrett Dempsey, Secretary 
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Honeybee combs: how the circular cells
transform into rounded hexagons
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We report that the cells in a natural honeybee comb have a circular shape at

‘birth’ but quickly transform into the familiar rounded hexagonal shape,

while the comb is being built. The mechanism for this transformation is

the flow of molten visco-elastic wax near the triple junction between the

neighbouring circular cells. The flow may be unconstrained or constrained

by the unmolten wax away from the junction. The heat for melting the

wax is provided by the ‘hot’ worker bees.

1. Introduction
A honeybee comb is the most studied natural cellular structure. The rounded

hexagonal shape of its cells has intrigued natural philosophers for several cen-

turies, who proffered many esoteric explanations some of which would need

the bees to have an uncanny ability to perform mathematical calculations or

the magical quality to measure lengths and angles. A succinct historical account

can be found in the paper of Pirk et al. [1], where they also give an overview of

the many attempts to explain the mechanisms by which the bees construct the

hexagonal cells of the comb. It is unlikely that such esoteric and even bizarre

speculations would have been necessary had it been known that the fresh

honeycomb cell begins its life as a circle but quickly takes on the familiar

rounded hexagonal form, as shown in figure 1.

Pirk et al. [1] have argued based on several experiments on molten waxes

that the mechanism of this pattern transformation is rather mundane. They

suggested that in analogy with these experiments that honeybees heat up

wax along the entire circumference of the cell during the building process

which flows thermo-plastically into an array of closed-packed cylinders

formed by the worker bees themselves. The internal diameter of the cylinder

(6 mm, figure 1) is roughly commensurate with the girth of the Italian bee.

This mechanism would require the worker bees to heat up a large volume of

wax. It is known however from environmental scanning electron microscopy

of the straight portions of the 2-day-old comb cell walls that the wax flakes

are still loose and not fully fused [2] suggesting that the wax may not be

heated along the entire circumference of the cell. On the other hand, it is also

known that the hot nurse bees put their whole thorax into the cells of the

brood nest which suggests that they heat the whole cell [3–5]. We shall there-

fore consider this possibility too, although there is no evidence that the bees

that heat the freshly built cells are the same as the hot nurse bees.

We will show that the regular pattern of rounded hexagons in the honeybee

comb is a result of the progressive fusion of the circular walls induced by the

flow of the visco-elastic molten wax near the triple junction. We consider two

scenarios. In the first scenario, we assume that the flow is constrained by the

visco-elastic unmolten wax away from the triple junction. In the second, we

allow for the possibility that the entire cell wall is heated such that flow of the

visco-elastic molten wax near the triple junction is unconstrained. Our calculations

will therefore partially or fully confirm the experimental observations on molten

waxes reported by Pirk et al. [1] and the mechanism proposed by them depending

on which of these two scenarios is the most probable one. This can be verified

& 2013 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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only by actual measurement of the time of evolution from the

circular to the rounded hexagonal shape of the cells.

We note en passant that the internal cell diameter decreases

with the age of the comb as a result of the thickening of the

walls [2]. This may explain why the age of honeycombs affects

the honeybee growth and brood survivorship [6]. The hot

nurse bees have been observed by infrared cameras placed

inside the brood nest, but as mentioned above there is no evi-

dence that the bees that heat the freshly built cells are the

same as the hot nurse bees. A video of the hot nurse bees in

action is available at http://www.hobos.de/de/lehrer-schueler-

eltern/ueber-hobos/impressionen/winterbiene.html.

From a purely mechanics point of view, Zhang et al. [7]

have shown that the structural patterns of simple periodic

cellular structures at all scales (for example, a single-walled

carbon nanotube (SWCNT) bundle and a millimetre-size

plastic straw bundle) can transform dramatically under exter-

nal stimuli. Under gradual hydrostatic straining, the circular

cross-section of the nanotubes in the bundle gradually chan-

ged into a rounded hexagon when the strain reached 6%.

They proved that this was a result of the minimization of

the inter-tube van der Waals interaction energy. The closed-

packed circular plastic straw bundle transformed into a

hexagonal pattern on heating by conduction until the melting

point of the plastic as a result of the minimization of the

surface energy which required that the curved walls fuse

together, increasing the contact area and becoming planar.

In this short paper, it is shown that, exactly as in the

closed-packed plastic straw bundle heated by conduction

until the melting point of the plastic, the regular pattern of

rounded hexagons in the honeybee comb is a result of the

progressive fusion of the circular walls induced by the flow

of the visco-elastic molten wax near the triple junction.

2. Mathematical preliminaries
Consider the closed-packed array of circular fresh honeycomb

cells at ‘birth’ (figure 1a). The individual worker bees that

characteristically work side-by-side in adjacent and opposite

circular tubes [8] build the circular cells. The specialist ‘hot’

workers knead and heat the wax flakes near the triple junctions

until they flow visco-elastically at about 458C. In this manner, a

viscous liquid (or a semi-solid) bridge with a concave meniscus

is formed at the triple junctions between the neighbouring

circular cells (figure 2a). As a result of the surface tension of

this bridge, a negative pressure is created in the junction,

which in turn leads to a tensile state of stress in the cell walls

(figure 2b). The walls are thus continuously stretched during

this process. The adjoining walls progressively fuse together

increasing the contact area between them and straightening.

In theory, this process can continue until the entire curved

walls become planar minimizing the surface energy and thus

creating an array of hexagonal cells with sharp corners. But

as will be proved below, that would take an infinitely long

time. In practice, therefore, an array of hexagonal cells with

rounded corners will be formed in a limited time.

The model for the fusion of the cell walls is shown in

figure 2. In this model the negative pressure q in the liquid

bridge with the concave meniscus formed by the molten bees-

wax creates a the tensile stress st, and a strain 1t in the wall of

the cell

q ¼ g

r
;

st ¼
gr

rh
;

1t ¼ð2
ffiffiffi

3
p

� pÞRo � r

pRo

and _1 ¼� 2
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3
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� p
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;
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where r is the radius of the semi-cylindrical meniscus, g is

the surface tension of the molten beeswax at 458C, h is the thick-

ness of the wall of the cell. Ro and r are the mean radii of the

original and deformed cell at time t, respectively. An overdot

denotes the rate of change with time. The expression of the ten-

sile stress in equation (2.1)2 is different from the work of

Oruganti & Ghosh [9]. This expression has been derived from

the correct equilibrium condition, whereas an inappropriate

equilibrium condition seems to have been used in the work

of Oruganti & Ghosh [9].

Shellhammer et al. [10] have experimentally shown that the

visco-elastic behaviour of beeswax is best captured by a gener-

alized Maxwell model consisting of one spring element in

parallel with twoMaxwell elements. However, as the relaxation

time of one of the two Maxwell elements is about 100 times

longer than that of the other, the generalized Maxwell model

can be replaced by one spring element in parallel with just

one Maxwell element. Their measured relaxation modulus

can thus be captured by the simplified equation

EðtÞ
ED

¼ E0

ED
þ E1

ED
e�t=tr ¼ 0:62þ 0:22e�t=14:31: ð2:2Þ

The visco-elastic behaviour of beeswax can be described by

_st þ
st

tr
¼ ED _1þ 1

tc

� �

; ð2:3Þ

where tr ¼ h/E1, tc ¼ tr ED/E0, ED ¼ E0 þ E1 and h is the vis-

cosity of the wax. Substitution of (2.2) and (2.3) into (2.1) and

integration gives (with r* ¼ 1, t ¼ 0)

t ¼ tc ln r
� � tc þ

tr

1þ f

� �

lnðð f þ 1Þr� � fÞ; ð2:4Þ

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Italian honeybee (Apis mellifera Ligustica) comb cell at (a) ‘birth’,

and at (b) 2-days old, scale bar is 2 mm. (Online version in colour.)

r

q

(a) (b)

r

st

Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of a triple junction during the process

of transformation. An enlarged view of the marked square is shown on

(b) with the molten wax in black. (Online version in colour.)
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where f ¼ ðð2
ffiffiffi

3
p

� pÞ/pgÞE0r
�h�R0, t is in s, and all linear

dimensions are normalized by R0, such that r* ¼ r/R0, r* ¼

r/R0, h* ¼ h/R0. From equation (2.4), it is clear that it would

take an infinitely long time for a hexagon with sharp corners

(r* ¼ 0) to evolve. Thus, in the honeybee combs the hexagons

have rounded corners (r*. 0). To estimate the time it takes

for the circular cell to begin to transform into a rounded hexa-

gon, it is necessary to use the properties of beeswax and the

initial geometry of the circular cell (R0 ¼ 3 mm).

The thickness of the fresh cell wall (h) of the Italian hon-

eybee comb has been measured and reported by Zhang et al.

[2] and the mean value is 90 mm. Its surface tension g is

known to be low, reducing from about 37 � 10–3 Nm21 at

208C to about 33 � 10–3 N m21 at 458C [11]. Although the

elastic modulus of the cell wall of a 2-day-old Italian honey-

bee comb (figure 1b) has been measured by Zhang et al. [2]

at 258C, the wall of the comb cell at ‘birth’ is rather a loose

collection of wax flakes (figure 1a) compared with the

denser 2-day-old wall (figure 1b). Thus, the modulus of the

wall at ‘birth’ will be significantly less than that at the age

of two days. We use the values measured by Shellhammer

et al. [10] for beeswax at 258C: ED ¼ 34.44 kPa, tr ¼ 14.31 s,

h ¼ tr E1 ¼ 108.4 kPa s. This estimate of viscosity is well

within the range 104–1010 Pa s reported by Darvell &

Wong [12] in the temperature range 30–408C.

It is also known [8] that the fresh wax wall of an African

honeybee comb loses its elastic modulus by a factor of 3.5

when the temperature rises from 258C to 458C. It can be

assumed that a similar temperature dependence of the fresh

wax wall prevails in the Italian honeybee comb, which means

that ED ¼ 9.84 kPa, tr ¼ 4.09 s, and thus h¼ 8.85 kPa s at 458C.

2.1. Scenario 1
The molten wax in the bridge is surrounded by the unheated

wax walls. The constitutive behaviour of this composite

liquid–solid cell wall material can be estimated as that of a

mixture of the visco-elastic molten phase with that of the

visco-elastic unmolten wax phase. Assuming that the viscous

molten phase volume fraction is about 10%, the viscosity of

composite cell wall material will be 10h. Likewise, the mod-

ulus of elasticity of the composite cell wall material will be

equal to 0.1ED at 458C þ 0.9ED at 258C. Thus, for the compo-

site cell wall near the liquid bridge we have by the rule of

mixtures, ED ¼ 31.98 kPa, h ¼ 88.5 kPa s.

The only remaining parameter is the radius of the concave

meniscus of the molten wax r. It is hard, if not impossible to

measure it in situ, but it can be estimated as follows. Consider

the instant (t. 0) when the three molten wax bridges in the

triple junction (figure 2a) are touching one another, so that

the concave menisci form a circle of radius r. From geometrical

considerations, it follows that at this instant

r� ¼ ð2
ffiffiffi

3
p

þ 3Þr�: ð2:5Þ

It is obvious that r* � 0.155. Equation (2.4) can therefore be

written as

t ¼ 20:29 ln r� � 20:29þ 12:58

1þ 0:859r�

� �

� ðln r� þ lnð0:859r� þ 0:141ÞÞ:
ð2:6Þ

For example, for the radius to reduce to 1 mm (r* ¼ 1/3 and

r* ¼ 0.052), the time taken can be calculated from equation

(2.6), and it works out to be just 36.3 s.

2.2. Scenario 2
The molten wax in the bridge is able to flow unconstrained as

the entire cell is heated. This means that there is no need to

introduce a liquid–solid composite and that the entire cell

material has the following properties at 458C: ED ¼ 9.84 kPa,

tr ¼ 4.09 s, and thus h ¼ 8.85 kPa s. In this scenario, equation

(2.4) for the evolution of r* is now only approximate, because it

does not include the small additional tensile stress in the wall

induced by the uniform expansion of the cell by heating. Sub-

stitution of the material properties, and (2.5) into (2.4) will lead

to an equation similar to (2.6) which we do not reproduce here.

It is clear, however, that this scenario is more dynamic. For

example, for the radius to reduce to 1 mm (r* ¼ 1/3 and

r* ¼ 0.052), the time taken works out to be just 6.1 s compared

with 36.3 s in scenario 1 above. The evolution of the dimen-

sionless radius of the rounded hexagon r* with t in both

scenarios is shown in figure 4.

In other words, the circular honeycomb cell begins to take

on the rounded hexagonal form as soon as the ‘hot’ worker

bees heat the wax either near the triple junction only or

over the whole circumference. This is confirmed by our obser-

vations during the very early stages of the comb construction.

The photograph shown in figure 1a was taken when the

worker bees were interrupted in their building activity. The

beekeeper ‘smoked’ the swarm of bees from the hive before

they had finished building the comb (figure 3). It was there-

fore possible to observe all the cells in the comb. Only some

of the cells at the bottom of comb which were still incomplete

and shorter than the standard 10 mm length were found to be

of circular shape (figure 1a). Even these circular cells had

already taken the familiar hexagonal form just 0.5 mm

away from the bottom. This suggests that the circular cells

Figure 3. Combs during construction on two different wooden frames.

(Online version in colour.)
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Figure 4. Evolution of the radius of the deformed cell r* with time t using the

generalized Maxwell model for visco-elastic beeswax the (red solid line corre-

sponds to heating near the triple junctions only, while the dashed line

corresponds to heating the entire cell circumference). (Online version in colour.)
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transform into the rounded hexagonal form during the pro-

cess of building. When the combs are fully finished, we

found that all of the cells were built to the standard length

(about 10 mm) and there were no circular cells left (figure 1b).

In conclusion, it should be stressed that we have looked at

the transformation of a circular cell in the honeybee comb to a

rounded hexagon in a two-dimensional context purely from a

mechanics point of view. We cannot but marvel at the crucial

role played by the bees in this process; they knead, heat and

thin the wax exactly where it is needed. It should also be

mentioned that the constraint provided by the third

dimension is likely to increase the time we have calculated.

Finally, to identify the most probable of the two scenarios

proposed above it will be necessary to measure the radius

of the cell as it is evolving from the circular to the rounded

hexagonal shape and to compare the measurements with

the predictions of figure 4. This is not an easy task but we

plan to undertake it soon.
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